Appendix 1: Observations and Interviews

Observations

1. 2002-11-03 Observations of planning meeting of Global Roots concerning demonstrations during EU summit meeting in Copenhagen. Møllegade, Copenhagen.

2. 2002-12-01 Network meeting of the protest coalition Initiative for another Europe. Studiestræde, Copenhagen.

3. 2002-12-02 Observation of general meeting of Global Roots. Stengade, Copenhagen.

4. 2002-12-02 Observation of community meeting at the Youth House (Ungdomshuset). Jagtvej, Copenhagen.

5. 2002-12-12 Observation of demonstration against Israel’s occupation of Palestine. Rådhuspladsen to Skt. Hans Torv, Copenhagen.

6. 2002-12-12 Observation of preparation meetings arranged by Global Roots prior to “action day” and in connection with the EU summit. Christiania, Copenhagen.

7. 2002-13-12 Observation of “mass-disobedience demonstration/action”. From Margretheholmen to Vejlands Allé, Copenhagen.

8. 2002-13-12 Observation of Protest march against the company Danisco. From Christiania to Enghave Plads, Copenhagen.


10. 2002-13-12 Observation of preparation meeting for the demonstration or the Anarchist Federation the following day. Møllegade, Copenhagen.

11. 2002-14-12 Observation of demonstration “for another Europe”. From Christiansborgs Slotsplads to Vesterbro Torv, Copenhagen.

12. 2002-14-12 Observation of demonstration outside West Gaol (Vestre Fængsel), Copenhagen.
13. 2002-14-12 Observation of demonstration against "Police state Europe", from West Gaol to Israels Plads, Copenhagen.


15. 2004-03-27 Observation of counter-demonstration against a demonstration of the National Democrats (right-wing extremist party). Around Gustav Adolf’s Square, Gothenburg.

16. 2004-03-27 Observation of debate about political strategies in connection with "resistance days", the Haga Cinema, Gothenburg.

17. 2004-05-08 Observation of "Reclaim the Streets", Bältesspännar Park to Slottskogen (other park), via Haga Church, Gothenburg.

18. 2004-12-11 Observation of Salem manifestation/Salem police operation (yearly racist demonstration and counter demonstrations), Stockholm.

19. 2004-12-12 Observation of police evaluation meeting of the Salem operation, Tullinge training grounds, Stockholm.


22. 2006-03-08 to 2006-03-10 Observation training for Stockholm "users" of SPT, Tullinge training grounds, Stockholm.

23. 2006-03-29 to 2006-03-31 Observation training for Gothenburg "users" of SPT, Karlsborg Fortress, Karlsborg.

24. 2008-12-05 Observation of police command central one day prior to the yearly Salem manifestations.
25. 2008-12-05 Ethnography from walking along the extreme-right demonstration route from Rönninge to Salem the day before the planned demonstration, and from discussing with local residents at a café in central Salem.

26. 2008-12-06 Observation of counter-demonstrations, racist demonstration and police interventions in Salem and Rönninge.

27. 2009-12-12 Observation while handing out a protest survey at demonstration against the COP15 Climate Summit. From Christiansborg Slotsplads to Bella Center, Copenhagen.

Interviews

1. 2002-12-01 Interview two members of Attac Denmark (one also member of the Danish Red–Green Alliance); Copenhagen.

2. 2002-12-02 Interview one member of Global Roots; Copenhagen.

3. 2002-12-03 Interview member of the Danish Red–Green Alliance; Copenhagen.

4. 2002-12-03 Interview one member of Global Roots; Copenhagen.

5. 2002-12-15 Interview one member of the Anarchist Federation Denmark; Copenhagen.

6. 2003-03-08 Interview one previous respondent (interview 4) from Global Roots; Copenhagen.

7. 2003-03-09 Interview one member of Global Roots; Copenhagen.

8. 2003-03-10 Interview one previous respondent (interview 3) the Danish Red–Green Alliance; Copenhagen.

9. 2003-03-10 Interview one member of the People’s Movement against EU; Copenhagen.

10. 2003-03-11 Interview with two members of the Anarchist Federation (one previously interviewed – interview 5); Copenhagen.
11. 2003-03-11 Interview one previous respondent (interview 1) from Attac Denmark and the Danish Red–Green Alliance; Copenhagen.

12. 2003-03 E-mail correspondence with one member of Global Roots.

13. 2004-10-04 Interview three members of the Syndicalist Youth; Department of Sociology, Gothenburg.

14. 2004-10 Interview police commander involved in the development of new Swedish tactical concept; Police Headquarters, Gothenburg.


17. 2004-11 Group interview with six members of Syndicalist Youth Gothenburg; Department of Sociology, Gothenburg.

18. 2004-12-12 Interview two members of Syndicalist Youth (SUF) Stockholm; the SAC premises (Sthlm LS), Stockholm.

19. 2005-02-10 Interview member of the Socialist Party (SP, non-parliamentary Trotskyist party); Department of Sociology, Gothenburg.

20. 2005-03-08 Telephone conversation with member of Syndicalist Trade Union (SAC).

21. 2005-03-15 Interview two members of Revolutionary Front (anti-fascist group); Department of Sociology, Gothenburg.

22. 2005-03-17 Interview ex member of Gothenburg Action (activist network created in connection with EU summit in Gothenburg 2001); Department of Sociology, Gothenburg.
23. 2005-03-21 Interview five ex. members of Gothenburg Action (activist network created in connection with EU summit in Gothenburg 2001), other organizational affiliations include ATTAC, SAC, SP, (and Alarm); Department of Sociology, Gothenburg.

24. 2005-04-19 Interview member of SP and Network Against Racism; Indian Restaurant, Söder, Stockholm. (Not recorded.)

25. 2005-04-28 Interview 5 prospective instructors in SPT (incl. commanding officers); Stampgatan, Gothenburg.

26. 2005-05-04 Interview 6 prospective instructors in SPT (not including commanding officers); Tullinge training grounds, Stockholm.

27. 2005-05-04 Interview two officers specializing in "dialogue" with political activists (on specialising in left-wing, and the other in right-wing), Police Headquarters, Kungsholmen, Stockholm.


29. 2006-03-09 Interview 2 police officers on training program to become "users" of SPT, Tullinge training grounds, Stockholm.

30. 2006-03-10 Interview 3 police officers on training program to become "users" of SPT, Tullinge training grounds, Stockholm.

31. 2006-03-29 Interview Police officer from Gothenburg on training program to become "user" of SPT, Karlsborg Fortress, Karlsborg.

32. 2006-03-30 Interview polis from Mölndal (suburb of Gothenburg) on training program to become "user" of SPT, Karlsborg Fortress, Karlsborg.

33. 2007-12-03 Interview left-wing activist engaged in alternative media, Kulturhuset, Uppsala.
34. 2007-12-03 Interview activist and friend of last-mentioned interviewee (the latter present during interview), pub, central Uppsala.

35. 2007-12-04 Interview two representatives of Swedish Police Union; Police Union Headquarters, Stockholm.

36. 2007-12-05 Interview former police commander; Headquarter of Swedish Emergency Management Agency, Stockholm. [Recording unsuccessful. Account written directly after interview.]

37. 2008-04-14 Interview (and conversation) Head of the Special Police Unit, Copenhagen Police, Politigården, Copenhagen, Denmark.

38. 2008-04-14 Interview “ombudsman”, Copenhagen Police; Politigården, Copenhagen, Denmark.

39. 2008-04-15 Interview Chief Superintendent, Copenhagen Police; Politigården, Copenhagen, Denmark.

40. 2008-04-15 Interview press contact Ungdomshuset; Folkets Hus, Stengade, Copenhagen.

41. 2008-04-15 Interview left-wing activist (interviewed in earlier project 2003); Christiania, Copenhagen.

42. 2008-04-16 Interview Police Superintendent, commanding officer and trainer of plainclothes squads; Station City, Halmtorvet, Copenhagen.

43. 2008-04-16 Interview Police Superintendent at the planning section of Copenhagen Police, formerly responsible for police training, Copenhagen Police; Politigården, Copenhagen, Denmark.

44. 2008-04-17 Interview member of Danish Police Union; Police Union Headquarters, H C Andersens Boulevard, Copenhagen.

45. 2008-04-17 Interview (not recorded) with Danish journalist with experience from covering public disorder incidents in Copenhagen since 1993; Denmark Radio House.